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Not really for the faint of heart, Cherry Bomb is an A-to-Z reference for everything awesome a woman
needs to know, like the obvious (design, beauty, dating, and sex tips) and the not-so-obvious (instructions
for preparing absinthe, how to hit on a celebrity). It's a girl's help with a notable difference: one that
shows readers how to identify, go after, and obtain whatever they want in existence -- be it a sizzling guy,
an excellent job, a mind-blowing orgasm, or a sexy new look -- all while marching to her personal (rock) beat.
Fashion inspiration from Anna Sui Lisa Loeb on how best to be the perfect hostess Life lessons from Tori
Amos A drum lesson from Samantha Maloney of Peaches Internet dating suggestions from Terri Nunn of
Berlin The perfect guide for the feminine who prefers dark nail polish to French manicures, who would only
be captured in pearls if they had been paired with a great black tank best, and who prefers Vivienne
Westwood and Jean Paul Gaultier to any Klein (Calvin or Anne), Mentor, or Kate Spade, Cherry Bomb will
have readers taking chances and daring to be different. She's also recruited a rocking list of contributors
who present advice on everything awesome, including: Betsey Johnson on personal style A step-by-step
instruction to performing a striptease by Dita Von Teese Tips about getting inked by Kat Von D. Bona fide
rock chick Carrie Borzillo-Vrenna's tips are intelligent, funny, edgy, and can empower ladies to veer away

from the pack, work every situation with their advantage, and appearance cool while carrying it out.
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Meh This book reads like a teen magazine; I can't imagine anyone older than 16 acquiring it remotely
seriously. Certainly nothing at all you couldn't find (for free) on the web, at least. If you don't live under a
rock, or extremely naive, the information given is nothing groundbreaking. Seriously disappointing. I actually
picked this up primarily because I admire the work of a few of the females whose advice was included in it.
I actually met my now-fiance after my first open up mic. However, the tagline because of this book is
insanely misleading.Rather than helpful information to "living real life a rockstar," this is fundamentally a
step-by-step for how to be a rockstar's girlfriend (even down to the typical personality traits of varied
musicians, and which ones might make better boyfriends). it's filled with pull-no-punches honesty and isn't
too shy to get a small risque. It's about how exactly to be an ascended groupie, which is certainly pretty
sad.A few of the clothing and accessory recommendations are fun, but definitely nothing at all
revolutionary. The reserve is actually a dumbed down fluff direct on how to get with musicians. Hi Dummy
This book seems like it was compiled by a ten year old so maybe I would have liked this book when I was
ten. I was thinking about hearing about what boils down to sex charm from a musical superstar, but I was
producing a face like I smelled a foot about four web pages in and stopped reading it not too early
thereafter. I skimmed through the "celebrity" parts, as I was most thinking about the Tori Amos section,
however they were so short and general it was stupid. The overuse of the expression "rock chick". Boo.

Everything I wanted and more Cherry Bomb by Carrie Borzillo-Vrenna is a kick-ass book for kick-ass girls
who wish to learn the secrets to living such as a rock superstar - regardless of how well they are able to
play the guitar. So the store did a great job- but the author/publisher must eat a whole lot of glue or is
usually on top of the fumes from the Aquanet. Five Stars Still functioning my way through it but it's my
kind of publication and I'm enjoying every page of it. Can't believe this is even published Bought this as
something special and was very disappointed. The cover is cool and it looked promising, but ended up being
vapid, uninspired rubbish. Informative!) I've gotten to meet therefore many badass people that I wouldn't
have met without the confidence this book has given me. This reserve tries to be clever and fun, but
misses the mark completely. Why did they have to combine the last chapter? The idea process behind
writing this book seems to be one of entertainment value and shouldn't be taken seriously. Why would you
state that? Because its short little articles compiled in a publication for quick access.. There isn't a need to
have, as the last chapter, "The cool way to roll a joint." That honestly doesn't have to be in there, even
with all the other content. (I started dating a drummer when i read this reserve. Who drinks absinthe any
more? To each their very own, holds true, but why add it within? BUT the book arrived very quickly, and
was better searching than described therefore cheap! Not only that, but I will have the confidence to
rock whatever outfit I'd like, whenever I want.There isn't really anything unique or stylish about any of it.
Many of the things I've learned in this publication don't really connect with me (I'm straight advantage, so
I don't drink), but so many other guidelines possess helped me cement the life span I always wished to
have. Since I read this reserve, There is the courage to play my own original tracks at multiple open mic
nights. The premise seemed fun, too. I think that is the biggest disappointment for me. Coincidence? So
outdated. Though, the book holds true to Rocker stereotypes, including the most severe: Rocker = pot
smoker.. Four Stars Quite nice, a delicacy for a Sunday afternoon in the home! Carrie's design is
unmistakable; I used to avoid wearing even red lipstick, however now I'm not afraid to day denim and
natural leather or fishnet tights underneath a black and white, high-waisted skirt or an intense post-
concert smokey eye or winged eyeliner paired with whatever color lipstick I'd like - even black! Awesome
book Good book! Motivation! The advice in right here was pandering to the lowest common denominator.

This reserve desperately wants to be awesome and relevant, but simply ends up being embarrassing.
Pretending to end up being bisexual to obtain a man's interest? That's simply insulting. Like how those
periodicals that draw you in in the checkout aisle, then you pay your $7 bucks and you get three sentences
of whatever 40 pages deep. Maybe. How to drink absinthe. I bought this reserve out of fun also to end up



being entertained by the ideals it provided, but being someone that's, what is known as a rocker and goth,
it saddens me that pot got to come into the picture, also if it's never mentioned, it implies with just the
name and the how-to. Let me get in my time machine to a goth golf club in 1998 for that one. Hardly the
ultimate guide Cherry Bomb was definately not entertaining with lots of outdated and obvious concepts,
really not value the money at all. The writer was actually paid to write this? Wow. Can't believe this was
even published. I think my 13 year older niece could have written a better book. Save your valuable money.
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